**DESCRIPTION**

The Zonex Systems remote sensor (RMTSEN) is used in applications that require the thermostat to be installed in a location remote from the space which is to be controlled.

The remote sensor is offered on all Zonex thermostats. The current thermostats include: WSTATX-RS, SASTAT-RS, MODSTAT-RS, SAMOD-RS and ZSTAT-RS.

For remote sensor application, the Zonex thermostat must be ordered with RS added to the thermostat model number as indicated above.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

**Dimensions:** 2.75” W x 4.5” H x 15/16” D

**Color:** White

**Mounting:** Base with terminal strip and removable Face cover Interior installation only

**Electrical:**
- 2-wire terminal strip
- Platinum Thermistor
- Wire: 2 conductor 18 gauge thermostat wire
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